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In
Pursuit
Of

Hourl
5 pts

What is the current name of the country formerly called Abyssinia?
- Ethiopia

10pts

Who patented the first corn cob pipe?
-- Henry Tibble

25pts

What is the name of the Jamaican man in the 7-Up commercials?
-- Geoffrey Holder

5 pts

From the game Monopoly, what is the only Community Chest card that
gives you $10.00?
-- Second place beauty contest
What is the first month on the Jewish calendar?
-- Nisan

25pts

Minnesota gained its first International Pro-Rodeo Association Champion
in the past year. What is his name, and what event did he win the title
in?
-- Dave Anderson, bareback riding

5 pts

From the TV show "M.A.S.H .," what is Radar O'Reilly's actual first name?
-- Walter

25pts

Deep Purple's first song to break the Top 10 charts was "Hush." What
label was it on?
-- Tetragramaton

5 pts

Who was the popular cartoonist who first drew Santa Claus in fur
trimmed clothing?
-- Thomas Nast (1863)

5 pts

What is the Latin motto for the Olympics and what is its English

translation?
-- Citius, altius, fortius means swifter, higher,
stronger

Hour2
5 pts

What date did Skylab fall back to earth?
-- July 11, 1979

IOpts

What type of blood does Spock have?
--T-negative

25pts

From the TV show "Lucy," what was Lucy Ricardo's maiden name?
-- MacGillicuddy

Spt

What is the full meaning of Z.I.P. in Z.I.P. code?
-- Zone Improvement Plan

10 pts

Who invented the Tommy gun?
-- Brigadier General John (Talafarro) Thompson

25pts

Who was the "Looking Good! Men of USC's" first coverboy?
-- Mike Flinn

Spts

What are the last names of the members of the '60's folk group Peter, Paul
& Mary?
-- (Peter) Yarrow
-- (Noel "Paul") Stookey
-- (Mary Ellen) Travers

25 pts

When was the first televised basketball game?
-- February 28, 1940

5 pts

Who played Father O'Malley in the movie "Going My Way?"
-- Bing Crosby

5 pts

The first constitution of the United States was ratified on what date and
what was it called?
-- March 1, 1781; the Articles of Confederation

Hour3
Spts

What is the capital of Bulgaria?
-- Sophia

10 pts

Name the theme song of the Desi Arnaz Orchestra.
--Babalu

25pts

What band opened for Cream in their farewell concert on November 26,
1968?
--YES

5 pts

The United Nations has an organization called U.N .E.S.C.O.. What does
U .N .E.S.C.O. stand for?
-- United Nations Educational Scientific and
Cultural Organization

10 pts

What two baseball players have won the most Gold Glove Awards?
-- Brooks Robinson and Jim Kaat (16 awards)

25pts

Name the original and the renamed title of the film that appeared in the
movie "Singing in the Rain?"
-- "The Duelling Cavalier" to "The Dancing
Cavalier"

5 pts

What was the name Elvis Presley gave his private jet?
-- Lisa Marie

25pts

What was Alfred Hitchcock's first complete solo direction effort?
-- "The Pleasure Garden"

5 pts

What is the name of the British ship sunk in the Falkland Island war?
-- Sheffield

5 pts

What is an Arquebus?
-- It was the predecessor to the musket or an early
rifle.

Hour4
5pts

What is Minneapolis-St. Paul's Rand-McNally rating for the year 1985?
--51

lOpts

What two colleges are involved in the longest uninterupted series of
annual football games in the United States?
--University of Minnesota and University of
Wisconsin-Madison (since 1890)

25 pts

The world's oldest captive gorilla is living in the U.S.. What is his name
and age?
--Massa,54 years

5pts

From the movie "The Wizard of Oz," in what town did the wizard live?
-The Emerald City

10 pts

What are the first names of the Whiners on Saturday Night Live?
-- Douglas and Gwendola

25pts

What was the occupation of the first contestant on the TV show "What's
My Line?"
-- Hat Check Girl

5 pts

What is the name of Admiral Nelson's sub in the TV show "Voyage to
the Bottom of the Sea?"
-- Sea View

25 pts

What band did Steve Perry leave to join Journey?
-- Alien Project

5 pts

What president was the first to receive a passport while in office?
-- Woodrow Wilson

5 pts

Name the record company founded by Herb Alpert and Jerry Moss?
--A&M

Hours
5 pts

Who was the U.S. Vice President from 1974 to 1976?
-- Nelson Rockefeller

lOpts

What is the real name of Josephine, the lady plumber, of TV commercial
fame?
-- Jane Withers

25pts

What was the name of the sheepdog in the movie "Serpico?"
-- Alfie

Spts

John Lennon was shot outside which landmark New York apartment
bulding?
-- The Dakota

10 pts

What college hockey coach holds the record for the greatest number of
career victories and where did he coach?
-- John Macinnes, Michigan Tech

25pts

What are the first and last names of the three writers for "The Allen Brady
Show" in the TV's "Dick Van Dyke?"
-- Buddy Sorrel, Sally Rogers, Rob Petrie

5 pts

What do the initials W.H.O. stand for?
-- World Health Organization

25pts

Who originally did the song "Sea of Love," now popular by The
Honeydrippers?
-- Phil Phillips & the Twilights

5 pts

What is the largest moon of Saturn?
-- Titan

Spts

Name the award given in the NFL for the outstanding rookie?

-- The Bert Bell Memorial Trophy

Hour6
5 pts

Lake Erie and Lake Ontario are linked by what canal?
-- Welland Ship Canal

10 pts

What is the full name of the spider in the book "Charlotte's Web?"
--Charlotte A. Cabatticka

25pts

Who had the first base hit in the Metrodome?
-- Pete Rose

5 pts

On "The A-Team," Mr. T plays the character B.A. Baracus. What do the
initials B.A. stand for?
-- Bad Attitude

10 pts

In what city does the movie "Gremlins" take place?

-- Kingston Falls
25 pts

In the song "I Dig Rock & Roll Music," by Peter, Paul & Mary, what artist

or artists are mentioned?
-- Mama's and the Papa's
-- Donovan
-- The Beatles
5 pts

What were "they" in the movie "Them?"
-- Giant ants

25 pts

Everyone knows that the name of the pig on TV's "Green Acres" was
Arnold Ziffell. What breed of pig was Arnold?
-- Chester White

5 pts

Who won the 1984 Nobel Peace Prize?
-- Bishop Desmond Tutu

5

pts

In what city did the first public performace of Handel's "Messiah" take
place?
-- Dublin, Ireland

Hour7
5 pts

What was the play that Abe Lincoln was attending the night he was
assassinated?
-- Our American Cousin

10pts

What is the only breed of dog that has a black tongue?
--Chow

25pts

What flags were raised at the summit of Mt. Everest by Hillary and
Tensung in 1953, and in what order were they raised?
- United Nations
-- Great Britian
-- Nepal
-- and India

5 pts

What did the Beverly Hillbillies call their swimming pool?
-- Cement pond

10 pts

Only three major league baseball teams have won 100 games in a season
for three years in a row. What were the teams and the seasons?
-- Philadelphia A's, 1929-31
-- St. Louis Cardinals, 1942-44
-- Baltimore Orioles, 1969-71.

25pts

What was the code name for the U.S.'s attempted rescue mission in Iran?
-- Eagle Claw

5 pts

Red Skelton does the characters Gertrude and Healthcliff. What are they?
-- Sea Gulls

25pts

What is the name of the character on the Northwestern Bell commercial
who continually gets turned down for a date?
-- Burt Gardner

5 pts

Olympic gold medalist Jean Shiley won her medal in 1932 for what event?
-- High jump

5 pts

Who is the host of "Sexually Speaking," a radio call-in show on WYNY?
-- Dr. Ruth Westheimer

Hour8
5 pts

Who is the first defenseman in hockey to score 100 points in a season?
- Bobby Orr
Who is the new chief executive at I.B.M.?
--John F. Akers

25pts

What was the title of the pilot episode of "Simon & Simon?"
--"Details at 11"

5 pts

What original member of the Rolling Stones is dead?
-- Brian Jones

10 pts

What are the real names of the McKenzie brothers?
-- Rick Moranis, Dave Thomas

25pts

Who were the first women to be sworn into the regular U.S. Navy?
-- Frances Dovaney,
Ruth Flora,
Kay Langdon,
Wilma Marchal,
Doris Robertson,
Edna Earle Young

5 pts

In the movie "Willie Wonka and the Chocolate Factory," what name was
given for the little men who worked for Willie Wonka?
-- Oompa Loompas

25pts

What is G. Gordon Liddy's full name?
-- George Gordon Battle Liddy

Spts

What actor narrated the closing ceremony of the twenty-third Olympiad in
Los Angeles?
-- Richard Basehart

5 pts

What artist painted the presidential portrait of Lyndon B. Johnson that
now hangs in the National Portrait Gallery?

-- Peter Hurd

Hour9
Spts

Who founded the American League in 1900?
-- Ban Johnson

10 pts

What is the name of the movie that was playing at the theater where John
Dillinger was shot?
--"Manhattan Melodrama"

25pts

What does the "C" stand for on Scott Baio's letter jacket in the television
series "Charles in Charge?"
--Copeland

Spts

What is Sting's full real name?
-- Gordon Matthew Sumner

10 pts

Who was the voice of Aquaman in the cartoon series?
-- Ted Knight

25pts

According to D. C. Comics, who are Batman's parents?
-- Thomas and Martha Wayne

Spts

In Reagan's State of the Union Address this year, he mentioned as heroes
two women. What are their names?
-- Jean Nguyen and Clara Hale

25pts

What University of Florida professor concocted a synthetic roach
hormone to make them sterile?
-- Phillip Koehler

5 pts

What is the name of the SCS football mascot?
-- Nikki

5 pts

Name the first railway tunnel to be drilled through the Alps?
-- Mont Cenis Tunnel, or the Frejus Tunnel

Hour 10
5 pts

What is the title of Charlie Chaplin's autobiography?
-- My Autobiography

lOpts

Joe Montana received the Most Valuable Player award for the second time
in this year's Superbowl. Two others have also been MVP twice. Name
the players and the years.
-- Terry Bradshaw, 1979, 80
-- Bart Starr, 1967, 68.

25pts

In the book "Gulliver's Travels," what kind of creatures were the

houyhnhnms?
--A race of horses endowed with virtue and reason.
5 pts

What former president worked as a male model?
-- Gerald Ford

lOpts

In the TV series "Family Affair," what was the name of Buffy's doll?

-- Mrs. Beasley
25 pts

What is Mr. Wizard's real name?
-- Don Herbert

5 pts

What is the title of the theme song to "The Mary Tyler Moore Show?"
-- "Love Is All Around"

25pts

What band did Clarence Clemons play with before joining Bruce
Springsteen's E Street Band?
-- James Brown's Famous Flames

5 pts

Where is the world's largest bell located?
-- Moscow

Hour 11
5 pts

Name the man who liked the razor so much that he bought the company.
-- Victor Kaim

10 pts

In Greek mythology, what bird is associated with the goddess Athena?
-- the owl

25 pts

What folk group did Don Williams have a hit with before he became the
country star he is now?
--The Pozo-Seco Singers

5 pts

When did the draft lottery for W.W.I. begin?
-- July 20, 1917

10 pts

Who composed the song "Jingle Bells" and in what year did it debut?
-- John S. Pierpont, 1857

25 pts

In the Laurel and Hardy movie "Flying Deuces" what happens to Oliver
Hardy after he dies towards the end of the film?
-- He comes back as a horse or mule

5 pts

What is the name of the Indian queen in Howdy Doody?
-- Princess Summerfall Winterspring

25 pts

In Britian, the sovereign has three crowns. What are they?
-- St. Edwards Crown
-- the Imperial State Crown
-- and the Imperial Crown of India

5 pts

What soundtrack album held down the number one spot on the album
charts for the longest period of time in the last twenty years?
-- Saturday Night Fever (24 weeks)

Hour 12
5 pts

What is the Fench motto on the Minnesota state seal and what is its
English translation?
-- L'etouile du Nord, Star of the North

10 pts

Other than UCLA, who were the only two college basketball teams to win
national championships from 1964-1975?
-- Texas El Paso in '66, and North Carolina State in '75

25 pts

In the late 1930's Bing Crosby was the first entertainer signed to a recording
contract by Decca Records. Who was the second?
--Whoopee John Wilfahrt

5 pts

What is Tiny Tim's real name?
-- Herbert Khaury

10 pts

Sir Winston Churchill was a war correspondent during the South African
War. For what paper did he write?
-- The Morning Post

25 pts

Name the song with the shortest title ever to reach number one on
Billboard's pop chart, the year it was released, and the artist.
-- "If"

-- 1951
-- Perry Como
5 pts

What three men from Bell labs are credited with inventing the transistor?
-- John Bardeen, Walter Brahain, William Shockley

25 pts

Former rodeo showman Montie Montana has been riding the same pinto
gelding in the Rosebowl parade for the last 10 years. What is the horse's
name?
-- Larry

5 pts

Who produced and directed the local movie "The St. Cloud Sleep?"
-- Jim Gambone

Hour 13
5 pts

What TV character is Dan Haggerty famous for?
--Grizzly Adams

10 pts

What are the real names of the two men who make up the comedy team
Bob & Ray?
-- Bob Elliott and Ray Goulding

25pts

Name the San Francisco Giant that set a record by retiring 41 batters in a
row during a 2-game span in 1972.
--Jim Barr

Spt

Who was awarded Hollywood's first Bronze Taco?
-- Cheech and Chong

10 pts

Who is the actor that plays General Patton in the Crown Auto
commercials?
-- Tim Russell

25 pts

Who is the first person Larry King ever interviewed as a talk show host?
-- Bobby Darin

5 pts

The Army still has one mule on active duty. Where is it stationed?
-- Ft. Hood, Texas

25 pts

What was the first country to issue a Salvation Army postage stamp?
-- Dutch East Indies (or Indonesia)

5 pts

Who are the two members of the rock group "The Tubes" that were born
in Minnesota?
-- Roger Steen (from Pipestone)
-- Rick Anderson (from St. Paul)

Hour 14
5 pts

What well-known U.S. University was founded by a grant from King
George II (of England) in 1754?
-- Columbia University, (New York)

lOpts

Prince has a song entitled D.M.S.R.. What do these letters stand for?
-- Dance, music, sex, romance

25pts

What team won the first Little League World Series, and who were the
coaches?
-- Maynard Midgets (of Williamsport, PA)
-- Harry Berry and Charles Scudder

5 pts

Whose star became the 1793rd on Hollywood's Walk of Fame on
November 30, 1984?
-- Michael Jackson's

lOpts

What actor currently in the public eye hosted the first Disneyland TV
special?
--Ronald Reagan

25 pts

In the Marx Brother's movie "Go West," Grouch Marx plays the character
Quenton Quayle. What are the names of the characters played by his
brothers Chico and Harpo?
-- Joe and Rusty Panella

Spts

What was the one-word answer that Brigadier General McAuliffe gave the
Germans at Bastogne when called upon to surrender?
-- Nuts

25pts

The Ronnie James Dio band features a logo with the body of a muscle man
and the head of an animal. What is its nickname.
-- Murray

5 pts

What do the three leaves of the shamrock represent?
-- Trinity in Unity

Hour 15
Spts

Who had the male lead role in "The Blob"?
-- Steve McQueen
Who was crowned Miss World in November, 1984?
-- Astrid Herrera Irazabal (Miss Venezuela)

25 pts

Name the only father and son to work as World Series umpires.
-- Ed and Paul Runge

5 pts

Who was the architect for the IDS building?
-- Phillip Johnson

10pts

What person's innovations were instrumental in the development of the
Hobie Cat Catamaran?
-- Hobie Alte

25pts

What popular rock and roll star was once a member of the short-lived
country-rock band Clover?
-- Huey Lewis

Spts

Who was the first president to be born in the U.S.?
-- Martin Van Buren

25pts

What character and series of commercials is Jan Miner known for?
--Madge the Manicurist for Palmolive

5 pts

In the 1931 movie "Public Enemy," Jimmy Cagney hit Mae Clark in the
face with what?
-- A grapefruit

Hour 16
5 pts

What movie did Marlon Brando make his film debut in?
-- "The Men"

lOpts

The Oreol satellites were sent into orbit in the early seventies as a joint
effort by what two countries?
-- The U.S.S.R. and France

25pts

Darren McGavin starred in"Night Stalker" on TV. In the 1950's, his debut
starring role on TV was on what show?
-- Crime Photographer

Spts

Name the two states that are on both sides of the Mississippi.
-- Minnesota and Louisiana

lOpts

Who sang the theme song for the movie "High Noon?"
-- Tex Ritter

25pts

What famous Irish poet headed the committee to choose the design of the
Irish currency?
-- W. B. Yeats

5 pts

After leaving New York, what city was the Lusitania heading for when it
was sunk by a German sub?
-- Liverpool

25pts

There have been only 8 albums to reach #1 on the Billboard Albums chart
without putting one single in the top 100. Name 2 of the 8.
-- Presence - Led Zeppelin
-- Wish You Were Here - Pink Floyd
-- Thick As a Brick - Jethro Tull
-- McCartney - Paul McCartney
-- Blind Faith - Blind Faith
-- Headquarters - Monkees
-- Seargant Pepper - Beatles
-- Rubber Soul - Beatles

5 pts

What actor and actress were named the Hasty Pudding Theatrical's Man
and Woman of the year in 1984?
-- Bill Murray and Cher

Hour 17
5 pts

What British explorer discovered the Sandwich Islands?
-- James Cook

10 pts

What St. Cloud native is playing major league baseball and has played for
California, Kansas City, Minnesota, Boston, and now Oakland?
-- Tom Burgmeier

25pts

Name the first Black mid-shipman to graduate from the U.S. Naval
Academy and the date he graduated.
-- Wesley Anthony Brown
- June 3, 1973

5 pts

The yield of an oil well is measured in barrels. How many U.S. gallons of
oil are in a barrel?
--42

10 pts

Who is the national chairman of the American Longevity Association?
-- Milton Berle

25pts

What is the longest river in North America to empty into the Pacific
Ocean?
-- the Columbia River (runs more than 1200 miles)

5 pts

What is the Latin inscription on the emblem of the Green Berets and what
is its meaning?
-- De Oppresso Liber
-- To Liberate From Oppression

25pts

What is the name of Eddie Murphy's manager?
-- Robert Wachs

5 pts

What is the only vocalized TV theme song to hit #1 on the pop charts?
-- "Welcome Back"

Hour 18
5 pts

Who threw Brer Rabbit into the Briar Patch?
-- Brer Fox

lOpts

Name the observatory located on Mount Hamilton, California?
-- The Lick Observatory

25pts

Who is the first woman to be granted an honorary membership in the
University of Houston's dunking fraternity, "Phi Slamma Jamma?"
-- Georgann Wells (of West Virginia)

5 pts

Who played the monster in the movie "Abbott and Costello meet
Frankenstein?"
-- Glen Strange

10 pts

President Richard Nixon's 1972 election committee was known as
C.R.E.E.P .. What does C.R.E.E.P. stand for?
-- Committee for the Reelection of the President

25 pts

What is the main body difference between the pre-1963 Volkswagen
Beetles and the models that followed?
-- Pre-1963 model had a split rear window

5 pts

What is the first movie to be made with sound?
-- The Jazz Singer

25pts

What is Keith Nord's middle name?
-- Sterling

5 pts

On what television show did Pat Boone get his start?
-- Arthur Godfrey's Talent Scouts

Hour 19
Spts

In the King James version of the Bible, Ezera seven: twenty one contains

every letter of the alphabet except one. Which letter is left out?

-- J
lOpts

What was the name of the first weather satellite to be put into orbit?
-- Tiros one

25pts

Where was Father Guido Sarducci born?
-- Reggio Calabria, Italy

5 pts

Who was Ronald Reagan's first wife?
-- Jane Wyman

lOpts

What was the cargo of the H.M.S. Bounty at the time of the mutiny in
1789?
- Breadfruit trees

25 pts

Jean Stapleton, formerly Edith Bunker of "All in the Family," will be
singing the only role in the Baltimore Opera's version of what
production?
-- The Italian Lesson

Spts

What year did Arnold Palmer win the U.S. Amateur?
--1954

25pts

In the song "Battle of New Orleans," what year is mentioned and on what

body of water were they traveling?
-- 1814, Mississippi River
Spts

What was the first number one single ever charted by Billboard magazine,
the artist or artists involved, and the year it came out.
-- "I'll Never Smile Again"
-- Tommy Dorsey Orchestra
-- Frank Sinatra on vocals, 1940

Hour 20
5 pts

A koala is a small Australian animal. What does "koala" mean in
English?
-- Drink nothing

10 pts

Who holds the Big 10 conference record for the most points scored in a
football game, and whom did they defeat?
-- University of Minnesota defeated Grinnell (146 - 0)

25pts

Who is presently Great Britain's poet laureate?
-- Ted Hughes

5 pts

In the "Man From U.N.C.L.E." TV series, where were U.N .C.L.E.'s
headquarters located?
-New York

lOpts

What U.S. city is known as the Silk City?
-- Patterson, New Jersey

25pts

Linda Ronstadt had a hit with a short-lived group named the Stone
Poneys. What was the name of the song and who wrote it?
-- "Different Drum"
-- Mike Nesmith

Spts

There is a movement on right now to change Minnesota passenger license
plates to read "Explore Minnesota," instead of "Land of 10,000 Lakes." In
what year did the last change on our passenger vehicle license plates
occur?
--1978

25pts

What denomination was the first Confederate coin minted and where was
it minted?
-- Silver half dollar; New Orleans, Louisiana

5 pts

Of the 329 cities rated in 1985 by Rand-Mcnally, what city was number one,
and what city was 329?
-- Pittsburgh, PA (#1)
-- Yuma City, CA (#329)

Hour 21
5 pts

What was the last Broadway production that Richard Rodgers worked on?
-- "I Remember Mama"

lOpts

On what date did President Nixon sign into law the bill requiring all states
to lower speed limits to 55 m.p.h. or lose federal highway funds?
-- January 2, 1974

25pts

On the moon lies the first U.S. space module the Eagle. What does the
steel plaque bolted to the primary leg have inscribed on it?
-- "Here men from the planet Earth first set foot
upon the moon, July 1969 A.O. We came in peace
for all mankind.

s5 pt

Who said, "Next to God there is no better protector than I!"?
-- Mr. T

lOpts

Who was the producer of the 1984 summer Olympics opening and closing
ceremonies?
-- David Wolper

25 pts

Who is the present mayor of Detroit?
-- Coleman A. Young

5 pts

What is the Canadian side of Niagara Falls called?
-- Horseshoe or Canadian Falls

25pts

What team did not show for the St Cloud State's "New Leaf" Tournament
that is currently in progress centered in Atwood?
-- Mora

5 pts

Traditionally the Navy has a specific name for the watch from noon to 4
p .m .. What is it?
-- First dog watch

Hour 22
Spts

While still a member of the cast of the television show "Bonanza," Lorne
Greene released a single that went to number one on the pop charts.
What was the title of the song?
-- "Ringo"

lOpts

By whom, and on what date, was the hand crank sewing machine
patented?
-- Elias Howe, September 10, 1846

25pts

What is the exact wording of the motto associated with the Post Office and
who wrote it?
-- "Neither snow, nor rain, not heat, nor gloom of
night stays these couriers from the completion of
their appointed round."
-- Herodotus, a Greek Historian

5 pts

Who played Aunt Bea in "The Andy Griffith Show?"
-- Frances Bavier

lOpts

What was the occupation of Efrarn Zimbalist Jr.'s father, Efrarn Zimbalist
Sr.?
-- Concert violinist

25pts

Which country uses the international vehicle registration letters I S?
-- Iceland

Spts

Aboard which American warship did the surrender ceremonies take place
that marked the formal end of W.W. II?
-- U.S.S. Missouri

25 pts

Johnny Bench is going Broadway. He will be performing in a musical in
June. What is the name of the show, and what part will he be playing?
-- "Damn Yankees," Shoeless Joe Hardy

5 pts

In the cartoon series Hong Kong Phooey, what is Hong Kong Phooey's
cover occupation?
-- Police station janitor

Hour 23
Spts

Who was the first African-American to play baseball in one of the early
American baseball leagues, and what town did he play for?
- Moses Fleetwood Walker, Toledo (1884,
American Association)

10 pts

Henderson Forsyth has been playing in the same show for 24 years. Name
this television show.
-- "As the World Turns"

25pts

Name the first-ever recipient of a heart-liver transplant.
-- Stormie Jones

sS pt

Name the submarine that completed the first underwater
circumnavigation of the world.
-- U.S.S. Triton

10 pts

Name the only movie James Cagney made with Edward G. Robinson.
-- "Smart Money"

25pts

What was the stage name Arthur Godfrey used when he made his debut
on radio?
-- Red Godfrey, The Warbling Banjoist

5 pts

What is the name of Dudley Do-Right's horse?
-- Horse

25 pts

Diane Keaton made her acting debut in what Broadway play?
-- "Hair
11

5 pts

In what year were pitchers allowed to throw overhand?
--1884

Hour 24
5 pts

Who won this year's N.B.A. slam dunk contest, and what team does he
play for?
-- Dominique Wilkins, Atlanta Hawks

lOpts

Who did the voice of Pebbles and Bambam in the Flintstones spinoff?
-- Sally Struthers

25pts

Only one woman has ever directed an episode of "The Twilight Zone."
Who was she, and what was the name of the episode?
-- Ida Lupino,
-- "The Masks"

5pts

Who narrated the 1956 version of Godzilla?
-- Raymond Burr

10 pts

Who sang the theme song for the TV show "Rawhide?"
--Frankie Laine

25 pts

The president of El Salvador, Jose Napolean Duarte, is an alumnus of
what American college?
-- Notre Dame

5 pts

The Kookaburra, native to Australia, is a member of what bird family?
-- Kingfisher

25 pts

In the cartoon strip "Bloom County," what did Bill the Cat die from?
-- Acne

5 pts

What song did Willie Mays record in 1954?
-- "Say Hey, Kid"

Hour 25
5 pts

Which member of the cast of Bonanza was also a teen-age werewolf?
-- Michael Landon

10 pts

What is the name of the ghost horse in the cartoon series Casper, the
Friendly Ghost?
-- Nightmare

2Spts

Name the three people from Winter Harbor, Maine, who are featured on
the Alka Seltzer Plus cold medicine commercial.
-- Betty Hansom, Dale Torrey, Linwood Workman

5 pts

Name all of the seven dwarfs from "Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs."
-- Bashful, Grumpy,
Dopey,
Doc,
Sleepy,
Sneezy, and Happy

lOpts

To whom was the cathedral of Rome dedicated?
-- St. John Fateran

2Spts

What N .H.L. team had the highest goals against average for an N.H.L.
season, and in what season was this dubious feat accomplished?
-- Quebec Bulldogs, 1919-1920

5 pts

Name the ship that left England with the Mayflower but was not
seaworthy enough to complete the journey?
-- Speedwell

25 pts

Five players wore Babe Ruth's #3 after his retirement, and before the
number was retired. Who were the players?
-- George Selkirk, Allie Clark,
Joe Medwick,
Bud Methany,
and Cliff Mapes

5 pts

What song is on the flip side of the Beatles' hit "I Wanna Hold Your
Hand?"
-- "I Saw Her Standing There"

Hour 26
5 pts

What three pieces surround a King in chess.
-- queen, pawn, bishop

15 pts

For the animated rock movie "Heavy Metal," Devo did a song called
"Working In A Coal Mine." Who had the hit song with it in 1966?
- Lee Dorsey

20 pts

In the TV show "The Munsters," the Munsters were paid a visit by their

Uncle Gilbert. By what title was he better known?
-- The Creature from the Black Lagoon
15 pts

With John Lennon and Yoko Ono, who co-produced the album "Milk
And Honey?"
-- Jack Douglas

5 pts

What was the name of Captain Video's spaceship?
-- The Galaxie

75pts

St. Cloud State tradition states that the Atwood Christmas tree is stolen
every year. In that tradition, demands for the return of the tree are left in
the form of a ransom note. Please recite the 1984 ransom note.
-- The sawdust you see was once part of your Christmas tree. And as sure as
these words are on this paper, this is the legend of the great Xmas tree caper.
Your tree was not stolen by radical terrorist punks, but if our demands are no
met we'll cut it into chunks! The motives behind our actions are very
sincere, all we would like to see is some Christmas cheer.
The ransom for your tree is very small, in fact it will probably bring joy to all.
So if McDonald and Basil will just sing a song, the return of your tree won't be
very long.
When your tree is returned it will be by sled, and tradition also has it by a ma
who wears red. So what you must do is wear a beard and a hat and sing about
this man who is said to be fat.
This is it -- this is no imitaiton -- be watching your box for more information.

5 pts

In the original movie "The Thing," who played the Thing?

-- James Arness
15 pts

At what club did Eddie Murphy's first comic appearance take place?
-- "The Comic Strip" in Manhattan

Hour 27
5 pts

Robert Peary is credited as being the first American to reach the North
Pole. What was the name of the specially outfitted ship he used for his
first expedition?
-- The Roosevelt

10 pts

People who have never been to see the "Rocky Horror Picture Show" are
known as what to the Rocky Horror cult fans?
-- virgins

20pts

The Monte Carlo International Television festival gives out annual
awards. What is the name given to the awards?
-- Silver Nymph

15 pts

What is Sylvan Goldman famous for?
-- he invented the shopping cart

10 pts

Who wrote the jazz standard "Georgia On My Mind?"
-- Stuart Gorrell and Hoagy Carmichael

T.O.

The TV show "The Saint" was adapted from what book by what author?
-- "The Spanish Way," by Leslie Charteris

15 pts

In darts, the expression "mugs away" has a specific meaning. What is it?
-- the loser of the previous game is invited to start
the next

10 pts

The music in the recently released movie "The Mask" was performed by
Bob Seger. Another artist was supposed to write the music but dropped
out because of a contract dispute. Who was that artist?
-- Bruce Springsteen

Hour 28
5 pts

John Paul Jones made his most famous quote from the deck of what naval
warship?
-- Bonhomme Richard

10 pts

Name all of the actresses that have at one time or another been lead
characters in the TV show "Charlie's Angels."
-- Kate Jackson
Farrah Fawcett-Majors
Cheryl Ladd
Jaclyn Smith
Shelly Hack
Tanya Roberts

20 pts

By what name is a member of the Three Stooges Fan Club better known?
-- Distinguished Knucklehead

lSpts

Who was the only pitcher in major league history to lose a nine inning
no-hitter, and who was he pitching for when he lost the game?
-- Ken Johnson, Houston Colt 45's (4/23/64)

lOpts

What is the name of the woman who played Darla in the "Our Gang Little Rascals" comedies?
-- Barbara McCollum

40 pts

Louie L'amour is the most published author of westerns in the U. S.. One
of his books is dedicated to a person from St. Cloud. Name the book and
recite the dedication.
-- "Ride The Dark Trail" - To Uncle Dan Freeman of
St. Cloud

5 pts

What is the title of the autobiographical movie about Jan and Dean?
-- "Dead Man's Curve"

15 pts

Noted jazz singer, Billy Eckstine, has had a number of million-selling
records over the years. What was his first million-seller, and what year
was it released?

-- "Jelly, Jelly" - 1939
10 pts

The lowest temerature on record for St. Cloud was set fairly recently. Give
us the date and the degrees in both fahrenheit and centigrade.
-- January 9, 1977; - 43 F., - 41.7 C.

Hour 29
5 pts

Alexander Hamilton had a duel with another high government official
and lost. Who did he duel with, and what office did this person hold at
the time?
-- Aaron Burr, Vice President of the U. S.

10 pts

The man who plays Eddie Murphy's boss in "Beverly Hills Cop" isn't a
professional actor at all. What is his true occupation and in what city is he
employed?
-- Homicide dectective; Detroit

T.O

In the TV show "The Ann Sothern Show," Louie Nye appears
occasionally. What is his character's name and occupation?
-- Delbert Gray; dentist

15 pts

Jesse "The Body" Ventura has released a 12 inch dance single. What are
the titles of the songs on the two sides?
-- "The Body Rules" b/w "Showdown With Mr. V."

10 pts

The world series record of 6 straight hits is held by two men. Who are
they, what year did they set the record, and for whom were they playing?
-- Goose Goslin, 1924, Washington Senators
-- Thurmon Munson, 1976, N. Y. Yankees

20 pts

Donnie Iris was in two groups that had one hit apiece prior to his
becoming a solo artist. What were the two groups and the singles.
-- The Jaggerz - "The Rapper"
-- Wild Cherry - "Play That Funky Music"

5 pts

National Magic Day occurs on what day of the year?
-- October 31 or Halloween

15 pts

What are the call letters of the radio station whose tower is knocked down
in the movie "Airplane?"
-- WZAZ

10 pts

Alfred Hitchcock makes cameo appearances in his movies. In which
movie did he make his first such appearance?
-- "The Todger"

Hour30
5 pts

In what country did the yo-yo originate, and what does yo-yo mean in
english?
-- Philipines; it means "come-come"

lOpts

Charles B. King was awarded the original patent for what construction tool?
-- Pneumatic hammer

20 pts

Tiger stadium in Detroit was not always called Tiger stadium. What were
its three previous names?
-- Bennett Park, Navin Field, and Briggs Stadium

15 pts

Sophia Loren made her U. S. film debut in what movie?
-- "Boy On A Dolphin"

10 pts

"Billie, Don't Be A Hero" was a number one hit for what top teen
attraction?
-- Bo Donaldson and the Heywoods

25 pts

Which machine of the series of Nautilus Sports/Medical Facilities
machines was the first one made?
-- The super pull-over

5 pts

The pop/rock group Chicago used a longer group name for their first
album before shortening their name to its present form. What was the
original name?
-- Chicago Transit Authority

15 pts

From the "Star Trek" episode "The Trouble With Tribbles," who was
selling tribbles?
-- Cyrano Jones

10 pts

Who invented bloomers?
-- Mrs. Elizabeth Miller

Hour 31
5 pts

What member of the Watergate group worked as a professional model to
put himself through college?
-- G. Gordon Liddy

lOpts

What was Dorothy's shoe size in "The Wizard Of Oz?"
-SE

20pts

What is the year and model of the truck driven by the Beverly hillbillies?
-- 1921 Oldsmobile

15 pts

Which former Minnesota Twins infielder holds the American League
record season's fielding average for his position, and what was the year
and the average?
-- Rob Wilfong, 1980, .995

10 pts

At what job was Earnest Hemingway employed during World War I?
-- ambulance driver

15 pts

Who is the founder of S.A.D.D. (Students Against Drunk Driving?)
-- Robert Anastas

5 pts

In what country did handball originate?

-- Ireland
15 pts

What is the name of Sonny's crocodile in the TV show "Miami Vice?"
-- Elvis

10 pts

In the song "Dead Man's Curve" by Jan and Dean, what cars are

mentioned as "sliding into the curve?"
-- Stingray and an XKE Jaguar

Hour32
5 pts

Name Daisy Duck's nieces.
-- April, May and June

10 pts

Which science fiction periodical first appeared in April, 1926?
-- Amazing Stories

20pts

Jerry Mathers' TV debut came on whose show at the age of 2 1/2?
-- Ed Wynn

15 pts

In 1977, the Police went from being a four-piece band to a three-piece band.

Who left the band?
-- Henry Padovani
10 pts

What coach is the all time career leader in the U. S. in girl's high school
basketball victories, at what school did she coach, and what was her
record?
-- Bertha Teague,
-- Byng High (Ada, Oklahoma,)
--1152-115

25 pts

In the Tex Ritter movie "Gangster's of the Frontier," what was the name

of Tex Ritter's comic sidekick, and who was the actor who portrayed him?
-- Panhandle Perkins; Guy Wilkerson
5pts

Who was the composer of the "Nutcracker Suite?"
-- (Peter Illich) Tchaikovsky

15 pts

Who invented Scrabble?
-- Alfred M. Butts

lOpts

The title that fictional character Paco Scaramonga goes by is better known
as it is also the title of the book and movie he appears in. By what title is
he better known?
-- The Man With The Golden Gun

Hour 33
5 pts

What is the largest freshwater lake in the world?
-- Lake Superior

10pts

Who moderated the first great debate on TV between John F. Kennedy and
Richard Nixon?
-- Howard K. Smith

25pts

What town was the cold spot of the nation the most number of times in
1984?
-- West Yellowstone, Montana (80 times)

15 pts

Who was the first national billiards champ, and on what date did he win
the title?
-- Michael Phelan; April 12, 1859

10 pts

Gas lights were installed in the White House for the first time on what
date?
-- December 29, 1848

20 pts

On what date was the TV movie "Night Gallery" first aired?
-- November 8, 1969

5 pts

Who plays Greg Nelson in the TV soap "All My Children?"
-- Lawrence (or Larry) Lau

15 pts

Emmy Lou Harris recently had a hit with a remake of a mid-fifties song.
Name the tune, and the original artist.
-- "Mr. Sandman," by the Chordettes

10pts

Give the date and time the San Francisco earthquake began, and tell us
how long it lasted.
-- April 18, 1906
-- 5:13 A.M.

-- it lasted 48 seconds

Hour34
5 pts

Who played Dan August in the TV series "Dan August?"
-- Burt Reynolds

10pts

In terms of fatalities, what was the date and the place of the worst tornado in
Minnesota history?
-- April 14, 1886; St. Cloud (or Sauk Rapids)

25pts

Samantha Druce currently holds the record for being the youngest girl to
swim the English Channel. Who held the record before her?
-- Alison Weatherly

15 pts

According to Fortune magazine's annual survey of corporate reputations,
what company was the USA's most admired company, and what was the
USA's least admired company?
-- Most admired - IBM
-- Least admired - Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
(also known as the Continental Illinois Corporation)

10 pts

What influential band of the 60's was first called "The Herd?"
-- Buffalo Springfield

20 pts

Prior to 1985, who was the only left wing to be drafted number one overall in the NHL draft, and by whom was he picked?
-- Rejean Houle, Montreal Canadiens

5 pts

What was the electoral vote count in the election between Franklin
Roosevelt and Thomas Dewey?
-- Roosevelt beat Dewey 432 - 99

15 pts

Who was the first black to become a member of the Democratic National
Committee?
-- Coleman A. Young (1968)

10 pts

Who provided the voice for Yoda in the Star War's movies?
-- Frank Oz

Hour35
5 pts

Who did Charlie Chaplin marry in 1919?
-- Mildred Harris

lOpts

What school won the Minnesota State High School baseball championship
in 1952?
-- Halsted

65 pts

What is the name of the theme song for the TV show, "The New Mike
Hammer," and who wrote it?
-- "Harlem Nocturne" - Earle Hagen/ J. J. Johnson

5 pts

Lou Gehrig holds the record for the most consecutive games played. Who
is second behind him?
-- Everett Scott (1307)

10 pts

The first U. S. nuclear merchant ship was launched from Camden, New
Jersey. What was its name?
-- Savannah

15 pts

In the movie "Patton," what was the stage name of Patton's white dog?
-- William the Conqueror

15 pts

What is the name of the canine frisbee catching champ of 1975, 1976, and
1977?
-- Ashley Whippet

5 pts

Who produced the first can of canned pineapple, and in what year did this
person do it?
-- Jim Dole, 1903

10 pts

Who was the first person convicted of a treasonous act under the 1946
Atomic Energy Act?
-- George Gessner

Hour36
5pts

What are the names of the fun-loving English sisters who live upstairs
from the Odd Couple?
-- The Pigeon Sisters, Cecily and Gwendolyn

lOpts

Who originated the idea for the Cy Young award and in what year was the
award initiated?
- Ford Frick, 1956

30pts

K-TEL and ADAM 8 were, at one time the same label. What label?
-- Roulette records

15 pts

In the TV series "Hogan's Heroes," what is Kinchloe's first name?
-- Sam

10 pts

What was the name of the first Minnesota newspaper founded in St. Paul,
and in what year was it founded?
-- Minnesota Pioneer, 1849

20pts

What were the first five different bowl games to be played, and when and
where were they played?
-- Rose Bowl; Pasadena, Ca.; 1/1/02
-- Ft. Worth Classic; Ft. Worth, Texas; 1/1/21
-- San Diego East-West Xmas Classic; San Diego, Ca.; 1/26/21
-- Dixie Classic; Dallas, Texas; 1/2/22
-- Los Angeles Xmas Festival; Los Angeles, Ca.; 1/25/24

5 pts

Arnold George Dorsey is the real name of a singer popular from the late
60's to the mid-70's. By what name is he better known?
-- Engelbert Humperdinck

15 pts

Charlton Heston recently made his London stage debut in what
production?
-- The Caine Mutiny Court Martial

5 pts

Which sport has the highest ratio of officials to participants?
-- Tennis

Hour37
5 pts

Who was the first pilot to circle the globe alone?
-- Wiley Post

10 pts

What is the name of Barney Rubble's boyhood scout troop in the TV series
"The Flintstones?"
-- Sabre Tooth Tigers

25pts

Who was the first female officer slain in the line of duty in New York
City?
-- Irma Lozada

15 pts

What is the name of Broomhilda's pet buzzard?
--Gaylord

10 pts

What was Margaret Anderson's maiden name in the TV series "Father
Knows Best?"
-- Merritt

25pts

Who provided the voice for Jonathan Livingston Seagull's mother in the
movie "Jonathan Livinston Seagull?"
-- Dorothy McGuire

5 pts

What kind of animals are the Canary Islands named after?
-dogs

15 pts

Who played Batgirl on the Batman TV show, what was her alias, and her
character's occupation?
-- Yvonne Craig played librarian Barbara Gordon

10pts

Floyd R. Turbo is a character portrayal done by Johnny Carson. What does
the R. stand for?
-- Arthur

Hour38
5 pts

Who was John Wayne's leading lady in the movie "The Barbarian and the
Geisha?"
-- Eiko Ando

10 pts

What song was the first single to sell over a million copies in England?
-- "Rock Around The Clock"

lOpts

Name the creators of the TV series "Hill Street Blues."
-- Steven Bochco, Michael Kozell

15 pts

Who was on the last cover of Collier's magazine?
- Grace Kelly (1/4/57)

lOpts

What is the exact title of the song we will play, and what group made it
famous?
-- "Snoopy vs. the Red Baron" by The Royal Guardsmen

15 pts

What first lady was known as the "Iron Magnolia" while she was in the
White House?
-- Rosalyn Carter

10 pts

What is the name given to the sad-faced clown made popular by Emmett
Kelly?
-- Weary Willie

15 pts

Lou Costello starred in one film without Bud Abbott. What was the name
of the film?
-- "The Thirty Foot Bride of Comedy Rock"

5 pts

What are the dimensions of a polo field?
- 300 X 200 yards

Hour 39
5 pts

Where is former president James Buchanan buried?
-- Woodward Hill Cemetery; Lancaster, Pa.

10 pts

Hubert Humphrey got his M. A from what university?
-- University of Louisiana

15 pts

Who sang the song "When The Swallows Come Back To Capistrano" in
1939?
-- Leon Rene

15 pts

At the time of his death, Hank Williams had a song on the charts. Name
that tune.
-- "I'll Never Get Out Of This World Alive"

10 pts

Who was the first non-resident of the U. S. to win the P. G. A, and what
country was he a resident of?
-- Gary Player; South Africa

20 pts

What film are the Flintstones on their way to see in the beginning credits
of each show?
-- "The Monster"

5 pts

What space mission transmitted the urgent message, "Houston, we have a
problem!"
-- Apollo 13

15 pts

Who was the first woman elected to a full term in the U. S. Senate?
-- Mattie Caraway (1932)

10 pts

Who played the part of Daniel Boone's indian friend on the TV show, and
what major singing group was he a member of?
-- Ed Ames; The Ames Brothers

Hour40
5 pts

What did "A.A.A." stand for in Franklin D. Roosevelt's administration?
-- Agricultural Adjustment Administration

10 pts

Who was the first inductee into the Swimming Hall of Fame?
-- Johnny Weismuller

25 pts

Name the director of the restoration project for the Sistine Chapel.
-- Fabrizio Manicenelli

15 pts

The first fatal accident in a powered airplane happened in 1908. Name the
two passengers in the plane.
-- Lt. T. E. Selfridge (died)
-- Orville Wright (injured)

5 pts

In what satirical novel can the pig Napolean be found?
-- "Animal Farm"

100 pts

In the movie "Eddie And The Cruisers," what was the title of the second
album, and what label was it recorded for?
-- "Season In Hell;" Satin records

5 pts

What was the name of the St. Bernard who guarded the Darling children
in the movie "Peter Pan?"
-- Nana

15 pts

Who is the new president of the University of Minnesota?
-- Ken (or Kenneth) Keller

10 pts

"Fire" was a number one hit for what group in 1968?
-- The Crazy World of Arthur Brown

Hour 41
5pts

Who played Fred Mertz in the "I Love Lucy" TV show?
-- William Frawley

lOpts

Which president attended the wedding of circus dwarf Lavinia Bump to P.
T. Barnum's Tom Thumb?
-- Abraham Lincoln

50 pts

What was the first sports event shown on the ESPN sports network, and
who were the teams?
-- a slow pitch softball game
-- Kentucky Bourbons vs Milwaukee Schlitzers

15 pts

Name Edward G. Robinson's last film.
-- "Soylent Green"

5 pts

What is the name of the 1967 Boston Strangler?
-- Albert De Salvo

20pts

Name the only goalie in the history of the NHL to be credited with scoring
a goal.
-- Billy Smith

5 pts

Who hosted the older "Jeopardy" show?
-- Art Fleming

20 pts

During the filming of a segment of the TV show "Airwolf," an accident
happened and one of the stuntmen was killed. Can you name that man?
-- Reid Rondell

10 pts

In the 1940 movie "Ride "Em Cowboy," what profession were Abbott and
Costello in?
-- hot dog vendors

Hour42
5 pts

What is the original name of the Girl Scouts?
-- Girl Guides

10 pts

On March 5, 1984, what two companies merged creating the largest merger
in U . S. history?
-- Standard Oil bought Gulf Oil

25pts

Give us the full name of the Naval Reserve Readiness Commander for
Region # 16, the region which includes St. Cloud?
-- Rear Admiral Jon Rodney Grubb

15 pts

What was the first question we asked "In Pursuit Of Trivia?"
-- What is the current name of the country once called
Abyssinia?

10 pts

Only once in history has horse racing had Triple Crown winners in
consecutive years. Name the horses and the years.
-- Seattle Slew, 1977
-- Affirmed, 1978

15 pts

What was the name of the gas station Gomer Pyle worked at on "The
Andy Griffith Show?"
-- Wally's Service Station

5 pts

In what city did Bruce Springsteen open his latest tour?

-- St. Paul
35 pts

Name the President of Entertainment for ABC.
-- Lewis Erlicht

5 pts

What is the apartment number of Bob and Emily Newhart on "The Bob
Newhart Show?"
--523

Hour43
5 pts

Who is "Our Man Flint?"
-- James Coborn

10 pts

Jimi Hendrix was part indian. What nation?
-- Cherokee

30 pts

Who was the first Louisville Slugger made for?
-- Pete (the Gladiator) Browning (1884)

15 pts

What bar did Peter Gunn visit frequently?
-- Mother's Bar

5 pts

What is speleology?
-- The exploration and study of caves

15 pts

From the Isaac Asimov novel, "The Fantastic Voyage," what was the
name of the nuclear-powered submarine that was miniaturized?
-- Proteus

5 pts

Who played the male lead in the movie "Pal Joey?"
-- Frank Sinatra

25 pts

Who was the cover girl for the first U. S. edition of Penthouse?
-- Evelyn Treacher

5 pts

How many days did Martin Luther King, Jr.'s march from Selma, Alabama
to Montgomery, Alabama take?
-5 days

Hour44
5 pts

Who is the author of "The Joy Of Trivia?"
-- Bernie Smith

10pts

In what year did Belva A. Lockwood of Washington, D. C., run for the
presidency?
--1884

20pts

What is the name of the only underground state park in the nation?
-- the Soudan mine

15 pts

What was the first rock group to get a cartoon series?
-- Beatles

5pts

How long is a U. S. patent good for?
--17 years

30pts

What is the name of the only tournament wheelchair basketball team
from St. Cloud?
-- Granite City Crushers

5 pts

What does F. I. S. T. stand for in the movie of the same name?
-- Federation of Interstate Truckers

15 pts

What is the name of the man that does the Viking Chevrolet
commercials?
-- Dave Kampo

5 pts

In what month and year was the four-seat Mustang introduced by the Ford
Company?
-- April, 1964

Hour45
5 pts

Who wrote the theme song for the TV show "The Courtship of Eddie's
Father?"
-- Harry Nilsson

15 pts

What was the flight number of the passenger jet that the Soviets shot
down?
--KAL 007

25pts

Who was the first high school student to run the mile under four
minutes?
-- Jim Ryun

15 pts

Name the Sportsman Of The Year for 1958?
-- Rafer Johnson

10 pts

In the TV series "Gunsmoke," what is the name of Festus' mule?
-- Ruth

35 pts

Who played the Munchkin Mayor in the movie "The Wizard Of Oz?"
-- Charlie Becker

5 pts

What is singer Chaka Khan's real name?
-- Yvette Marie Stevens

15 pts

Name the two presidents who won office while both their parents were
still alive.
-- John F. Kennedy
-- Ulysses S. Grant

5 pts

Who is the "Divine Miss M.?"
-- Bette Midler

Hour46
5 pts

Who replaced Milton Obote as an African power lord in the early
seventies?
-- Idi Amin

lOpts

How many numbered squares are there on a bingo card?
--24

25 pts

If you were to join the Herpes Resource Center, what news letter would
this membership entitle you to?
-- The Helper

15 pts

In the 1954 movie "Godzilla," how was Godzilla killed?

-- the oxygen in the sea was eliminated
10 pts

What was the name of Ben Casey's hospital?
-- County General

40 pts

In the 1969 movie musical "Paint Your Wagon," what is the name of the

person who sings the song "I Talk To The Trees," and what is the name of
the actor who plays this character?
-- Pardner is played by Clint Eastwood
5 pts

What does F. T. D. stand for?
-- Florist Transworld Delivery

15 pts

Name the original members of the Mel-Tones.
-- Betty Beveridge Ginny O'Connor
Berny Parke
Les Baxter

10 pts

Who was the narrator for the TV series "The Untouchables?"
-- Walter Winchell

Hour47
5 pts

Name the first commissioner of the American Football League.
-- Joe Foss

10 pts

Don Lytle is better known as whom?
-- Johnny Paycheck

50 pts

What is the back-masked dialogue at the end of the song "Darling Nikki"
from the soundtrack "Purple Rain?"
-- Hello, how are you? I'm fine because I know the
Lord is corning soon, coming, coming soon.

15 pts

In the movie "Cat Ballou," what town does the story take place in?

-- Wolf City, Wyoming
10 pts

What was the name of the first TV series to be filmed in color?
-- Norby

20 pts

What type of car did A. J. Foyt drive to win the 1967 Indy 500?
-- Ford Coyote

5 pts

What major league team did Dick Radatz end his major league career
with?
-- Montreal Expos

15 pts

In the 1984 Summer Olympics, the Ivory Coast won its first medal ever.

What medal did they win, and what was the event?
-- Silver medal in the 400 meter dash
10 pts

Boz Skaggs' studio band became the nucleus for what popular rock group?
-- Toto

Hour48
5 pts

Dustin Hoffman debuted in what film?
-- "The Tiger Makes Out"

10 pts

Who directed the score for Walt Disney's "Fantasia?"
-- Leopold Stowkowski

75 pts

The electoral college cast their votes for president for this past election on
December 17, 1984. Who were the electoral voters from Minnesota?
-- Richard Falks
Forest Harris
Mike W asiluk
Fred Armram
Mary Ames
Sandy Dibrita
Warren Spannaus
Tom Ryan
Jamie Becker
Leo Sullivan

15 pts

On the TV show "Barney Miller," what is the date of Inspector Luger's
retirement?
-- June 1, 1984

10pts

In the film "Big Business," what were Laurel and Hardy trying to sell?
-- Christmas trees

40 pts

What bat has George Brett used to win two American league batting titles?
-- the Marv Throneberry T-85

5 pts

A fly ball hit by what batter killed a bird in Milwaukee's County Stadium
on July 6, 1984?
-- Rickie Henderson

15 pts

Where, and on what day did the Beatles give their final public
performance?
-- from the roof of Apple Corporation Headquarters
in London
-- January 1, 1969

Hour49
35pts

In the National Historical Society's Civil War Chess Set, as seen on TV

and in the magazines, what is the name of the person the Confederate
queen represents?
-- Belle Boyd
75 pts

In the movie "48 Hours," what was the license plate number of Reggie
Hammond's automobile?
-- 487 BAK (California)

25pts

For what record did Art Linkletter share a Grammy award in 1970?
-- "We Love You! Call Collect" with his daughter
Diane (in the Best Spoken Word category)

50 pts

What is the acronym for the Jackie Gleason Fan Club, and what does it
mean?
-- RA.L.P.H.
-- Royal Association for the Longevity and
Preservation of the Honeymooners

20pts

Bobby Vinton had a hit with "Blue Velvet" in 1963. What R & B group
put the song out before Bobby Vinton?
-- The Clovers

Hour SO
30 pts

What are Minnesota senator Dave Durenberger's committee assignments
for the 99th Congress?
-- Environment and Public Works
-- Finance
-- Governmental Affairs

75 pts

One of the best known telephone pictures, "The Spirit of Service," has
been symbolizing the rigors of telephone service for nearly a century. The
picture depicts a lineman caught in a blizzard while patrolling the
telephone lines in order to keep communications open. What is the
name of the man in the painting?
-- Angus MacDonald

20 pts

At what arena did "The Police" record the "Synchronicity" concert video?
-- The Omni (Atlanta, Georgia)

30 pts

Who is the 1984-5 honorary chairman of National Youth Hockey week?
-- Pat LaFontaine

150 pts

In the 1946 Jimmy Stewart film "It's A Wonderful Life," an angel rings
Stewart's doorbell close to the end of the film, and hands him a book.
Inside the book is an inscription. What does the inscription read?
-- Dear George,
Remember, no man is a failure who has friends .
Thanks for the wings.
Love, Clarence.

1 pt

For one point, answer this question. What does a cat have that no other
animal has?
-- kittens

